Edward kinds of things but never for the cultivation of living beauty Thompson of creation. With the breaking down of my health I have lost on Tagore ray occupation while gaining back the leisure which constantly reminds me of the natural field of my life now lying buried under the debris of my work* It brings to-day to my memory all the surprises of that fruitful time of rich idleness, that epic era of divine inability to which your thoughts belong so intimately. It may be too late for me to conjure it up again but it is good to know that I had once upon a time the full opportunity to live my own true life which was glorious for me and may be for others.
Ever yours,
MBINDRANATH TAGORK.
Fortunately Tagore, in spite of some weaknesses attendant on age, had unusual reserves of strength. For his output was increasing, as poet, novelist, playwright, editor and pamphleteer, while he directed his university at Santini-ketan, and found time to visit Canada, China, Persia and Europe. He represented in his handsome person the whole intellectual life of India, an immense burden for one man to shoulder. But interest in Tagore has, since the sensation caused by his first translated poems, Gitanjali^ declined in Europe. Edward Thompson published a careful appraisement of Tagore as poet, novelist and philosopher, Odclly enough, Tagore disliked Thompson's book; he preferred an earlier and slighter work by Ernest Rhys. Rhys, however, has no knowledge of Bengali, and can only read Tagore in translation. Thompson wrote to me of his book:
Scar Top, Soars HM,
Oxford,
ifah March, 1931, Dear Professor Rothenstein,
Your generous letter is a delightful surprise. It meant four years of hard work to do the Tagore book, and I rarely felt sure of my opinions—for how can a foreigner be sure he 44

